
 

 

 

H3X 

H3X is a social experiment and tokenomic case study to measure the feasibility of deflationary 

staking smart contracts. 

 

The rules are simple. 

There were originally 300,000,000 H3X in existence. 

Each time H3X is transferred, 10% of the transaction is destroyed. 

Each time H3X is unstaked, 10% of the transaction is redistributed to current H3X stakers. 

The token burn is capped at 3,000,000 H3X, 1% of the original total supply. 

There will never be newly minted H3X. 

 

 

 

 

 



H3X Smart Contract Platform 

H3X is not intended for day-to-day transaction, only daily staking. It acts as a decentralized 

hedge against traditional inflationary instruments. Through a system of immutable smart 

contracts and continuous staking and burning mechanics, H3X rewards long time holders for 

their locked up assets through the weak hands of others. 

 

1. The H3X tokens currently found in your Web 3 enabled Ethereum wallet 

2. The H3X circulating supply is updated in real-time 

3. Total staked H3X by current H3X holders on the platform 

4. Your staked H3X currently earning passive, redistributed H3X  

5. Stake H3X currently found in your Web 3 wallet (No transaction burn to stake) 

6. UnStake H3X to your Web 3 Wallet (5% to H3X stakers, 5% burned = 10% Fee) 

7. Withdraw H3X Dividends earned to your Web 3 wallet (No transaction burn to withdraw) 

8. Transfer H3X to any compatible Ethereum wallet address (10% transaction burn) 



H3X DAO Platform 

Up to 90% of originator H3X will be sent to the various DAOs upon Aragon vote this week.  

(Today is June 6
th
) 

  

(Source Aragon.org) 

 

(Source Colony.io) 

1. Tasks can be completed by community and H3X or ETH will be distributed upon completion. 

2. Add new possible feature requests or ideas in the suggestions. 

3. See other members within the community who have joined the H3X DAO. 

4. Stay up to date on the transactions and rewards earned within the DAO. 

5. Available Funding can be increased with a simple vote on the Aragon platform. 



H3X RoadMap 

1. June – Balancer Pool DAO initiation, complete DAO Authentication and hand over access to 

token ownership, create various complete listings on Etherscan, initiate basic social media 

campaigns 

2. July – Find initial larger exchange listings 

3. August – Coming. 

4. September – Soon. 

Q 4 – 2020 – The Sky is the limit.  

 

 

H3X More Info 

So…. That’s it? 

Yes and No. 

This is a living document. This initial Paper will be collaborated on and edited by H3X holders. 

And will be constantly updated to reflect the developments of the platform. 

Please understand Kevin Heart cannot make all the decisions for H3X, it has grown much 

larger and quicker than anyone could have anticipated. We have one chance to make H3X the 

best it can be.  

The community has shown a great positivity and support. 

Over the next few days I will be much more open and active on the social channels to engage 

with the community and plan the next steps. 

I hope that we can all agree that we are living in strange times; we can’t forget the world around 

us. Stay humble and positive. 

Let us make H3X the best project in 2020.  

 

 


